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Chapter 1551 Merely Pieces Atop An InfiniteCanvas! Ll 

 

 

 

A Domain of Apocalypse mixed in with the essence of two Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edicts. 

 

This was the barrier that Noah had laid down silently around this entire Reality as unless an existence 

within had a Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edict…they would never stand a chance of breaking out! 

 

The moment that these three Primordials who thought they were the hunters allowed themselves to 

unknowingly be trapped by him, their fate was sealed! As for what their fate would ultimately be? Noah 

had plans for that as well as it was time for him to begin incorporating himself into the ranks of 

Primordials. 

 

He was a being on their Primordial Blacklist…but as long as he didn't force existences who had TABOO 

Tier of Edicts to turn towards his direction, he would never be found out unless he wished for them to 

do so! 

 

This pristine and vast organization…Noah planned to delve into it and ascend its ranks with status and 

power. 

 

These three existences here would merely be stepping stones for one of his many plans. 

 

"So…" 

 

With his flaming hair dancing madly and the Golden book he brought out through <Premium Reader> 

closed, his stellar eyes turned to lock onto a grim Elder Victoria as his mesmerizing voice echoed out. 

 

"...you have been searching for me this whole time to take revenge for a being of your Bloodline. One of 

the Core Elders of the Celestial Vine Bloodline, Victoria Zimmerman…will you be taking your revenge 

now?" 

 

WAA! 

 

Words that only caused the Primordials to adopt even more grim expressions echoed out as the figures 

of Lucia and Raenor came close to Victoria at this moment, knowing that against this unknown and 

frankly terrifying enemy, they had to work together to create a chance! 

 

Their Ascendancy Halos undulated over them with haste as they were ready to fuse with them at any 

second, Elder Victoria's eyes flashing with power and determination as her sonorous voice rang out at 



this time. 

 

"We do not care about the past events as we can forget about the death of Cecilia. She must have 

simply disr-" 

 

OOOM! 

 

Before Victoria could even finish her words, Noah raised his hand as a golden light flashed, his own 

words coming out as they seemingly continued Victoria's thoughts! 

 

"<...She must have simply disrespected your authority as her death must have been deserved. We shall 

let bygones be bygones and not create any more feud between us!...>. Just these words alone…do you 

think they would be enough to get you out of this situation?" 

 

…! 

 

The faces of Victoria and others turned even more ashen as Noah stopped gazing at them to look back 

at Henry calmly, his voice coming out slowly as if a father was giving simple lessons to his son. 

 

"Another important lesson today is one of overconfidence. Where existences who have the upper hand 

will almost always dwindle around and bask in their dominance against others as they monologue 

constantly, and before they know it…the pace is suddenly turned over as the situation they had under 

control instantly reverses. I myself am falling prey to this right now as I could have made a move to end 

these three beings the moment we arrived and get rid of any possible sources of error, and yet I chose 

to use it as a lesson! For the problem of overconfidence…it is something that you will have to work on 

for as long as you live!" 

 

…! 

 

"So when facing an enemy, make sure you use all your power to get rid of them as quickly as possible, 

even if you believe yourself to be stronger! The only time you can violate this principle is if you have 

plans other than death for your enemies, and you have accounted for all possible sources of 

error." ,c`o`m 

 

Plans other than death.  

 

The small body of Little Henry released bursts of light as his chubby arms crossed thoughtfully nodding 

his head as his jewel-like eyes locked onto the three beings far ahead as he thought. 

 

'What plans does father have for them?' 

 

OOOOH! 

 

Noah's words caused the last shred of possibility in the minds of the Primordials to fade as their Origins 



vibrated strongly, their Ascendancy Halos sinking into their bodies and fusing with them as two 

fantastical Celestial Vines far vaster than any Cosmos bloomed from Victoria and Raenor, while a beast 

shining with fully crimson fur and an aurora of blood red wings bloomed from Lucia! 

 

"Do not push us! Otherwise we will turn this into a battle to the death!" 

 

Endless green and gold vines spread out from two Celestial Vines as Victoria's voice thundered out, 

Noah looking at this calmly as the golden book faded away from his hands. 

 

The surroundings changed as if there was calmness before, a wind of wildness began to rise as a glint of 

gold started to bloom, Noah's True Sanguine Clone releasing Ascendancy Halo after another as each of 

them…was adorned gloriously and fully with the color of gold. 

 

Gold! 

 

BZZZT! 

 

With a magisterial glare, five Gold Ascendancy Halos holding 150 Flames of Edicts bloomed out as the 

whole canvas of the nearby Reality was painted gold! 

 

"Ah…." The robust vines of the Celestial Vine Primordials that had just fused with their Halos seemingly 

deflated when they saw such a scene. 

 

"Impossible…" The vibrant blood colored body of an enormous vixen beast with the similarities of a fox 

trembled as its fur lost its luster. 

 

They knew what the color gold on an Ascendancy Halo represented as just seeing one was already 

terrifying enough, but the being before them revealed five as they felt a tight and undeniable pressure 

constricting around them! 

 

Their fighting will was shredded to pieces as they gazed at the being who held a spinning illusory crown, 

his stellar eyes gazing at them as his voice rang out like an undeniable command. 

 

"I shall only say this once- Will you pledge Fealty…or will you seek death?" 

 

…! 

 

With utter tyranny and coldness, the might of the Tyrannical Emperor exploded out to end a battle 

before it could even fully begin. 

 

Without even moving a finger, he had caused three Seventh Firmament existences to entirely lose their 

will to even fight! Chapter 1552 Let it begin! l 

Pride was in the depths of every existence's blood and origin. 



The pride of some beings ran much deeper than others as when they saw their dignity being trampled 

on in multiple ways by a single being, their pride would rise up to immense levels as they might even act 

irrationally! 

Such was the context at this moment in time as while the three Seventh Firmament Primordials were 

utterly shaken from the grandeur displayed by Noah, the male Celestial Vine Raenor could not take the 

stifling of his pride as even in such a situation…the endless vines of this existence vibrated and stretched 

out as his entire body surged forward, a bellow of madness resounding from him as if he had enough. 

OOOOH! 

Was everything they were seeing truly true? Was this being that terrifying to make distinguished 

Primordials such as them cower like this?! 

The endless vines of the Primordial twisted and turned as colorful multicolored essence of Reality 

bloomed, this being going all out with an overbearing ultimate attack as the endless vines surging out 

connected to form a blooming gold green flower, deadly spikes shimmering with the stellar light of 

Cosmos unfolding as they were tinged with reality-altering essence of destruction! 

[Celestial Flower of Reaping]! 

The Flames of Nomological Edicts surged as a Celestial Flower fully bloomed, it's budding deadly as 

those it targeted could already feel prickling pain even before it arrived. 

Yet, Noah stood in front of Little Henry on the Serendipity of the Cataclysmic Reality as his eyes flashed 

serenely, his palm merely flipping up as his index finger raised. 

A moment after, his five golden Ascendancy Halos surged upwards and left his body as they shot out like 

fantastical golden discs that cut apart the surrounding Reality itself- leaving behind tears of the void as 

they moved with speed and haste that far surpassed the blooming flower! 

SHIING! SHIING! 

Deadly sounds echoed out as the first golden Ascendancy Halos slices through the Celestial Flower and 

caused golden blood to bloom, the essence of Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edict pervading throughout as 

the discs that followed…they came on the body of the Celestial Vine on all sides as they passed through 

its hardened vines as if they were common vegetables! 

SHIING! 

Golden blood ruptured out as Ascendancy Halos were used like cutting discs, moving with such velocity 

that even Little Henry could only see flashes of golden light surrounding the vast Celestial Vine as large 

as a Cosmos before golden blood surged out soon after…the entire body of this being split into countless 

pieces. 

"..." 

Unseen by others, golden prompts began to bloom over Noah's eyes! 

[+23,725 Cosmic Filament Cores obtained…] DING! The effects of Loot Multiplier are applied...[+2,372 

Shards of a Seed of Reality are obtained.] 



[+27,000 True Blood Pearls obtained…] DING! The effects of Loot Multiplier are applied...[+2,700 

Existential Pearls are obtained.].... 

Lines of Loot descended down as an additional 64 Insuperable Nomological Edicts and a miscellaneous 

amount of Quasi-Insuperable, Greater, and Minor Nomological Edicts were also received, everything 

going to the Soul Library at this time as nothing affected the shocking scene playing out. 

A Cosmic Filament origin began to dim as Noah waved back his hands to tell the Ascendancy Halos to 

return, his eyes turning towards Elder Victoria and Lucia who had still not made a move as he didn't 

even repeat himself! 

He told them that he would only ask once, so he would only ask once. 

If they did not bend, he had many other ways to get what he wanted! 

The verdant gold eyes of Victoria trembled as she watched her brethren fall to Noah, while the fox like 

beastial figure of Lucia near her faded at this moment as it returned to the figure of a curvaceous 

woman with a vibrant red tail and a spiked whip wrapping around her. 

Her eyes were languid with fear as through their friendship, she knew that she was no stronger than 

Raenor who had ridiculously been folding like nothing under the Tyranny of five golden Ascendancy 

Halos carrying a terrifying type of essence she could sense from afar! 

The will and pride of this Primordial were shattered as only life preservation instincts kicked in, her eyes 

raising to gaze at the far away existence atop a fantastical vessel as she dropped to her knees and 

focused on the set of Runic Ecritures before her eyes that if she agreed to…would bind her soul and 

origin to another being. 

And without a delay…. 

"I pledge you my Fealty…" 

WAA! 

A Primordial ignored their distinguished standing as they bent the knee at this moment, waves of 

destiny erupting out in full as the essence of the Tyrannical Emperor filled with the workings of 

Commandment and backed by the essence of Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edict surged into the Soul of 

this Seventh Firmament Primordial! 

The figure of the Cosmic sized Celestial Vine also quickly returned to human form as her Ascendancy 

Halos undulated over her, her expression difficult before she locked eyes with the far away Tyrant and 

spoke while never breaking contact. 

"I pledge Fealty!" 

OOOM! 

A dominating essence surged into her Origin and soul as well as the entire time, Victoria never broke eye 

contact with Noah as her unyielding nature could still be seen! 



A glint of white permeated the surroundings as the essence of Conquest shone over the two 

Primordials, Noah nodding his head and motioning with his fingers as the two of them dispelled their 

Ascendancy Halos and flew towards the stellar vessel he stood on. 

Little Henry watched on with marvel as the two powerful Primordials came to land on the Serendipity of 

the Cataclysmic Reality, their eyes still shaken as they gazed towards Noah! 

Lucia's eyes were much more ashen than Victoria's as this vixen kneeled down the moment the two of 

them landed on the vessel, showing her respect while Victoria merely stood with a difficult expression. 

Noah stared at the two Primordials bound to him with unbreakable chains of Flames of Edicts as this 

intricate connection was something he controlled, where he could decide if he wanted to make them 

full Vassals to receive the benefits of his mana and overwhelming strength or not! 

As of this moment, they were not yet deserving of this as they had to show their worth…and Noah 

would give them the chance to do so as these two beings would be his tickets to beginning the incursion 

into the intricate structure of Primordials! 

Chapter 1553 Let it begin! ll 

With two Seventh Firmament Primordials paying respect to him, Noah's languid eyes stared at them 

deeply as the light within them would cause anyone to think they were being seen through and through! 

"The Bloodline of the Celestial Vines is well known for alchemy and farming as you all even have rare 

Sacred Herbs capable of elevating the strength of one's soul…." 

His voice began to echo out as he walked around the vast space of the Serendipity of the Cataclysmic 

Reality, Victoria's eyes pulsing dimly with his words as he continued. 

"You'll be returning with me to your Prime Reality as I dip my fingers into the billions of years of history 

of your Bloodline and obtain an identity as an established Primordial." 

WAA! 

Words that could not be denied echoed out as Victoria could only bite her lip and acquiesce, while the 

figure of Lucia looked up with shock as Noah's eyes came to lock onto her! 

"As for your Bloodline of the Primal Foxes that doesn't even have any Legends, there aren't many boons 

within as it is common subjugated Bloodline under Primordials…with your purpose under me being the 

transferring of all Realities under your banner over, with the eventual outcome of getting your entire 

Bloodline to submit to me within the next weeks." 

…! 

Bursts of golden light echoed out at his words as the Boundary Primordials could only grind their teeth 

and nod, Noah setting up the steps he had to take to begin a terrifying future. 

The conquest of Realities, Bloodlines of Primordials, and the achievement of a respected identity under 

the eyes of the powerful existences that scaled the Firmaments. 

It was the beginning of a glorious road of Conquest as like with anything…foundation had to be laid out! 



Brick by brick, the Visage of the Tyrannical Emperor had to be set in stone as only thereafter would he 

be able to stand unshakable! 

Not many people were there to witness the beginning of this foundation, but a little baby boy watched 

all of this with wonder as he only took it as an example of what he should look up to and how to act in 

the future… 

When seeing the overabundance of destiny and fortune rising from this single event, the dazzling eyes 

of Little Henry seemed to shine and become covered by a mesmerizing light as he closed his eyes soon 

after, his little body becoming wrapped in a multicolored light of vibrant essences as one could see the 

swirling of Daos and Laws around him! 

It was actually the rapid formation of a concept that the Little Tyrant was putting together after 

watching the weaving of destiny around this whole event, his chubby little body being covered by waves 

of light as the surrounding daos and Laws weaved together with the fate of essence and destiny, 

drawing in Noah's eyes and the eyes of the two bound Primordials as they trembled when they felt the 

aura of a…Quasi-Insuperable Nomological Edicts bloom from the floating body of the baby boy beside 

their new Master. 

A Quasi-Insuperable Nomological Edict dealing with destiny! 

SHAA! [ Updated from . c o m ] 

The dazzling eyes of the little guy opened as they looked towards Noah for affirmation, getting a smile of 

pride and a pat on his head as the Unparalleled Genius showed just what terrifying a talent a true genius 

could display as he forged a Quasi-Insuperable Nomological Edict dealing in destiny within the first hour 

that he was born! 

Such a reality was utterly unbelievable as the two women looked towards each other to affirm they 

were seeing the same thing, Noah's words still responding in their ears as the expression of Victoria was 

still hard as stone, the eyes of this existence not being able to keep everything down as she let out a 

breath to ignore the anomalous baby boy on the side while voicing out! 

"I still wish to understand. Who are you? How did Cecilia get wrapped up with an existence such as you 

when your ranks and stature are so far apart?!" 

…! 

Elder Victoria wished to know how everything came to be up until this point in time as because of this, 

her entire life had changed. 

Noah raised his eyes at this while his body released rays of light that went towards the cluster of Cosmos 

within this Reality, beginning the process of fusing them into the Infinite Empire also as his voice came 

out calmly. 

"I met Cecilia weeks ago when I just stepped into the Universal Filament Realm and didn't even know 

anything about the Firmaments of Ascendancy or even Ascendancy Halos…." 

…! 



The spinning illusory crown above Noah released austere light as the mouths of Victoria and Lucia nearly 

dropped to the floor at such words, and it was because they could sense no falsehood within them as 

they instinctively knew this being wasn't lying! 

A few weeks! This indication of time was disastrous for one who hadn't even achieved the Cosmic Realm 

to at this moment being in the Seventh Firmament of Ascendancy with Quasi-TABOO Nomological 

Edicts! Yet if it remained true… 

"Ah…" The Origins of these existences received a tremendous blow as Victoria nearly wished she hadn't 

asked, but Noah's voice continued. 

"When I clashed with her Champion and she decided to give the verdict of death to my Reality, she 

sealed her own fate as she perished in my hands days back. It was nothing special…just the weaving of 

Destiny that got all of us here!" 

OOOOM! 

His words finished as a white light of a Star Of Conquest bathed over this entire Reality, its Cosmos 

uniquely covered by an austere light as they were ready for full inclusion of the Relic that was about to 

be born. 

At such a juncture, Noah's body gave off waves of essence onto the Serendipity of the Cataclysmic 

Reality as the fantastical vessel pulsed with power, a sea of Flames blooming below it as it tore out of 

this Reality and began heading elsewhere! 

At the helm of this stellar vessel, Noah's eyes looked forward while he spoke to the dazed Seventh 

Firmament Primordials around him and his son who was being exposed to the unbound truths of the 

Realities. 

"We'll start with your Verdant Celestial Domain Prime Reality that contains a Primordial Temple within 

it…" 

…! 

His eyes flashed with glorious light as he began his incursion into the lands of the Primordials, this time 

his focus being on a powerful Bloodline that was part of the Primordials due to their unique capabilities, 

but they still didn't make it to the ranks of the Cardinal Royal Bloodlines! 

Yet they were respected and boasted a considerable force as they even had a known Legend within this 

Bloodline, with the true extent of their force still hidden from the eyes of many. The reason for this 

respect was for their talent in cultivating Sacred Herbs and Materials, as well as the distinguished 

Master, Grandmaster, and Peerless Alchemists who could forge glorious Firmament shaking Elixirs that 

helped existences scale the Firmaments! 

Chapter 1554 My Seed of Reality! l 

As Noah obtained the Fealty of two Seventh Firmament Primordials in one Reality and set off towards 

the lands of Primordials, his True Body within his home Reality had gathered all the important 

personages to witness the birth of something fantastical! 



His tour with his mom started with a blue planet and the glimmer of lands around it as to finish it all 

off…he gathered everyone in an area of the expansive Sea of Ruination light years away from where 

they could see the cluster of over three thousand Cosmos that was the Infinite Empire far off in the 

distance. 

Within the crimson sea, Amelia could be seen talking with Adelaide, Barbatos, and all of Noah's women 

that were clustered around her with a smile as she held the spoiled little Henry at the very center, her 

voice coming out as she asked curiously towards Noah's figure not too far away. 

"Right now we're watching…?" Her eyes were dazzled with too many things over a short period of time 

as she sought to understand what was happening now, Noah smiling lightly as he saw everything was in 

place and the Infinite Empire was simply waiting for his go ahead and infusion of essence to proceed 

forward! 

"The Cosmos of five different Realities coming together, well, Six in total now…" 

Noah felt the Cosmos of the Reality that his True Sanguine Clone had just left also achieve full synchrony 

as the others, and at this moment…he gave the go ahead for everything to proceed! 

The process itself was not entirely complicated, but it did require immense reserves of Essence that 

Noah truly didn't think anyone but him could provide. 

To bring together and fully connect the Cosmos of multiple Realities…how exactly would this process be 

achieved, and what future would the Infinite Empire hold? 

"Let it begin!" 

OOOOM! 

Noah's body floated at the forefront of all of his people as he emitted waves of terrifying mana, arcs of 

blue light surrounding him as absurd amounts were transferred into the Infinite Empire through their 

connection. 

A monotone voice rang out in Noah's mind as the far away cluster of Cosmos that made the Infinite 

Empire became bathed with a hue of blue light! 

Amelia's eyes widened at the glow of colors as Little Henry watched on with marvel, everyone else 

staying utterly quiet as if they were witnessing a glorious spectacle! 

The Infinite Empire was bathed with a blue light as it wasn't the only one. Across Realities, the clusters 

of Cosmos connected to this treasure also became bathed by this same light in a show of fantastical 

wonder as soon after…this Cosmos began to feel a tug. 

A tug! 

Towards the central cluster of Cosmos they were connected to- towards nothing but the Infinite Empire 

which was in an entirely different Cosmos. 

Noah watched this process as initially, he was expecting for the few directly connected clusters of 

Cosmos in different Realities to simply cement an unshakable connection to his Infinite Empire as 

thereafter, it would be elevated to a Seed of Reality! But at this moment, he realized that he was wrong. 



"This is…?" 

Waves of destiny and fortune wrapped around him as the hazy blue light over his body became tinged 

with gold. 

His gaze could currently see far and many things as he realized the process of elevation wasn't just a full 

cementation of the connection with the 5 other Realities becoming recognized as connected to his 

Home Reality! 

No, they were never just becoming recognized. 

BZZZT! 

He saw that a spatial light had covered the vast clusters of essence from the 5 other Realities as in 

synchrony, they began to be phased out of their own Realities and into his Reality! 

Such a progression of events forced one to think back to the system of Realities and how they worked. 

Realities had naturally born Enders/Primordial Beasts that rose and survived with only a single purpose- 

to devour all the Cosmos within a Reality as thereafter, it would collapse and rejoin the main Reality 

where it stemmed from. 

The collapse of all Cosmos meant the dissipation of that reality! 

So what would happen when the Cosmos weren't destroyed, but instead seamlessly connected to a 

cluster of Cosmos in another Reality? 

"Holy…" 

BOOOOM! 

Noah's seas of destiny raged madly and exploded with utmost fervor as his essence reached out to wrap 

around his people, their bodies shooting back in the Ruination Sea as they made space! This was 

because the clusters of Cosmos from 5 different Realities were spatially phased to appear in his Reality, 

even the far distance they were at being too close thereafter as only after moving back for countless 

light years did Noah finally stop! 

Then…he experienced the shocking scene that if any Legend saw it…they would do everything in their 

power to destroy Noah and everything he stood for right then and there! 

In the Boundary Between Realities. 

Atop the glimmer endless River of Reality that represented one of the domains Cecilia had under 

control, a Reality that at this moment had all of this Cosmos taken away into another. 

BZZZZT! 

Multicolored essence bloomed as the endless river of this Reality churned, a shocking spectacle 

occurring thereafter as this Reality actually surged from its position and began shooting out towards a 

certain direction! 



This wasn't the only one as 4 more Realities that had their Cosmos fully fused under Noah's Infinite 

Empire also conducted similar unbelievable actions as they disappeared from their positions and surged 

towards the coordinates of Noah's veiled home Reality! 

It was a shocking scene as nobody in the scales of Firmaments could so easily control the position of 

Realities! 

Back in his home Reality, Noah's eyes spun with glorious wonder as he raised them up to see the 

instantaneous appearance of vast Rivers of Reality in the Boundary Between Realities above them, these 

endless rivers instantly coming in contact with his home Reality as thereafter…they began to sink into it. 

As if pieces of a puzzle were coming together. 

Stellar illusory pictures of Reality became stacked on top of each other seamlessly as the huge cluster of 

Cosmos that was the Infinite Empire pulled endlessly from its Master's Mana, making the impossible 

sight at this moment become a reality! 

Chapter 1555 My Seed of Reality! ll 

Like layers of fabric lying atop each other, five endless Realities came to join a single one. 

But they didn't just do this action alone as while they were joining something else, Noah's eyes were 

also able to see everything that these past Realities were…was coming to an end! 

They were something else before, and their very structure and Essence would be assimilated into 

another as these Realities were undergoing their end the moment they were fusing into his Home 

Reality. 

They were experiencing a finality…they were experiencing an Apocalypse! 

BZZZT! 

Deep within Noah's Origin, the concept of destruction bloomed forth as Apocalypse trembled to witness 

the end of multiple Realities while they joined a single one hungrily. 

After the Realities laid atop of each other and were pulled into something else…a blinding multicolored 

light bloomed out that bathed everything with utter majesty! 

"Wow…" Amelia wasn't even able to comprehend what she was seeing, her eyes and the eyes of Little 

Henry in her eyes becoming bathed by the multicolored light as everyone was momentarily blinded. 

Everyone…but the Watcher that continued to see everything occurring. 

The Watcher who began to feel changes to their very surroundings as in the midst of the blinding 

multicolored Reality, his eyes saw that the edges of Pandemonium were rapidly pushed further as this 

Reality expanded, this process happening rapidly as it became double its past size in a microsecond and 

became five times as large an instant later! 

WAA! 

The stacked up fabrics of Reality melded into his home Reality in a shocking fashion as it was expanded 

wondrously, grand changes beginning to occur at this moment! 



BZZZT! 

…! 

The multicolored light died down as everyone was able to see once more. 

"Ah…!" 

When they did see and feel, gasps were heard throughout as those in the Ruination Sea saw glimmers of 

golden essence condensing throughout the red sea, the concentration of atmospheric essence 

continuing to rise as it was becoming potent enough to liquefy and turn the crimson sea a dazzling 

spectacle that was tinged with gold! 

The far away Primordial Sea was the same as wisps of golden rivers were gradually forming from the 

potent atmospheric essence merely surging in the surroundings. This wasn't all as the Infinite Empire 

itself… 

This vast cluster of Cosmos that was now over 25,000 was experiencing the most changes as at this time, 

a Veil of an illusory river of Reality wrapped around it! 

A circular Veil that barely revealed the Cosmos within as while everyone could feel enhanced changes 

outside, what was happening inside of this cluster of Cosmos was ten times that. 

OOOM! 

A final blinding multicolored light shone from the Veil of illusory Reality as the monotone voice 

continued within Noah's mind. 

…! 

The Seed of Reality. 

As Little Henry and all the others were dazed at what they saw before them, Noah was dazed by the 

process that had just occurred and what it truly meant! 

The process of the Infinite Empire fusing with other Cosmos ultimately resulted in Realities fusing into it. 

Other Realities…joining into it! Was this not what Primordial Beasts were doing? 

Was this not their purpose of trying to go back to the natural order and return every Reality back to the 

Main Reality? 

If Noah continued to traverse the vast Realities around him and fuse every single one he came across, 

just what would this imply for the future?! 

"..." 

Noah's stellar eyes shone with multicolored light as his illusory crown pulsed with light. His golden blood 

coursing through him surged as potent fortune and destiny ran alongside it, his eyes never leaving the 

illusory circular Veil covering thousands of Cosmos- the newly born Seed of Reality. 

A treasure that began as a floating island in a small world. 



On this day, it turned into a shocking tool that all Primordials would seek to destroy without a second 

thought! 

A tool that did a better job than even Primordial Beasts in bringing things back to how they were 

countless eons ago! 

A tool…that Primordials would seek to destroy in the far future when they realize just how much of a 

threat it truly was. 

"How could a mere floating island become such a thing…?" 

Noah's words came out with wonder as the monotone voice continued in his mind. 

WAA! ɴᴇᴡ ɴᴏᴠᴇʟ ᴄʜᴀᴘᴛᴇʀs ᴀʀᴇ ᴘᴜʙʟɪsʜᴇᴅ ᴏɴ 

His home Reality. 

Others were termed as the Isles of the Gilded Forge, Forsaken Treasure Realities, Continuum Apocalypse 

Realities, Forgotten Realities…and many more. As for what his own Reality stood for the most? It wasn't 

even a question that needed to be asked! 

"I give you all…" 

While floating in front of everyone, Noah raised his arms out while as he basked in this shocking 

achievement, his figure releasing an incandescent light that made others not even be capable of looking 

away. 

"...My Infinite Reality…Our Infinite Reality!" 

RUMBLE! 

Out there, there were Infinite Realities. And then…there was Noah's singular Infinite Reality! 

A radiant multicolored light pulsed from the Seed of Reality. 

The voice continued to echo out as Noah focused on the words before Enlightened Primordial Relic! 

Sui Generis. 

A concept that meant unique or one of a kind! 

Out there, there were Enlightened Primordial Relics similar to RUINATION. 

But against all those Enlightened Primordial Relics…his seed of Reality was one at a distinguished Sui 

Generis level! 

Chapter 1556 Atlatl of Reality! 

The Seed of Reality at the Sui Generis Enlightened Primordial Relic level was truly fantastical, with its 

capabilities being something Noah would have to spend some time to fully understand with all of its 

intricacies. 

But for now, he simply looked over its details in a condensed text box! 



{Seed of Reality Management} 

[Seed of Reality](Infinite Reality) 

Beasts: F-XXX, E-XXX, D-XXX, C-XXX, B-XXX, A-XXX, S-XXX, EPIC-XXX, LEGENDARY-XXX, MYTHICAL-XXX, 

PHANTASMAL-XXX, TRANSCENDENT-XXX, SAINT- XXX, VOID- XXX, SOUL-XXX, DOMAIN- XXX, WORLD-

XXX, STAR FORGING- XXX, NEBULA- XXX, BLACK HOLE- XXXX, QUASAR- XXXX, GALAXY-XXXX, GALACTIC 

FILAMENT-10,385,395,938, UNIVERSE-210,284,550 UNIVERSAL FILAMENT- 104,357, COSMIC- 345, 

COSMIC FILAMENT- 11 

Plants- Whitefall Trees, Snow Vine, Sacred Rye, Pigmy Melon, Ice-fire Persimmon, Ice Phoenix Fruits, 

Spirit of the Arctic, Frozen Angelica, Regal Flora, Qilin's Cold Stone, Resonant Okra, Arctic Flora, King's 

Collard, Athramire, Phantom Mulberry, Fire Starter, Frigid Apple, Fate's Orchard, Chaotic Amaranth, 

Aether Infused Willow, Immemorial Dragon Fruits, Mythical Fruit of Life, Fruit of Destiny, Annihilatory 

Dorians, Tenebrous Tea Leaves, Seeds of Time, Primordial Apples, Strawberries of Ruination, Loot 

Cherries, Peach of Fusion. Available for planting (Ginseng of Reality) 

Features- Size Regulation(Unlocked), Movement(Unlocked), Anchor(Unlocked), Boost 

Surroundings(Unlocked), Architecture(Unlocked), Frozen Barrier(Unlocked), Offensive 

Maneuvers(Unlocked), Time Dilation(Unlocked), Treasure Hunter (Unlocked), Interstellar 

Travel(Unlocked), Law Space(Unlocked), Blacksmith's Forge(Unlocked), Division(Unlocked), Alchemy 

Hall(Unlocked), Library(Unlocked), World Integration(Unlocked), Universe Gateway(Unlocked), Pocket 

Universe (Unlocked), Assimilation(Unlocked), Trait Blessing(Unlocked), Dao Birth(Unlocked), Universal 

Empowerment(Unlocked), Universal Singularity (Unlocked), Cosmic Holy Land(Unlocked), Soul 

Library(Unlocked), Atlatl of Reality(Unlocked)...#^$%#(Locked) 

[Upgrade Conditions- The assimilation of 10,000 Realities will make way for the autonomous tool 

capable of traversing the Boundary Between Realities- with the Seed of Reality becoming a unique type 

of Reality known as a Gourmandizing Reality.] 

Lined by golden borders, a wondrous text box showing the details of the Infinite Reality bloomed as 

Noah's first focus was on the upgrade conditions for the next stage…where the Seed of Reality would 

become a Gourmandizing Reality! 

Gourmandizing! This word implied insatiable, covetous, or devouring! Going off of what happened to 

birth the Seed of Reality, one could imagine what a Gourmandizing Reality stood for the moment this 

stage was achieved. 

All that Noah had to do was assimilate 10,000 Realities. Experience the apocalypse of 10,000 Realities as 

they ended and joined his, where by this time…he didn't know what stage the Nomological Edict of 

Apocalypse would reach as after experiencing the apocalypses of 5 Realities, it had surged to become a 

Peak Tier Insuperable Nomological Edict! 

With Noah planning to watch the apocalypse of even more Realities as they were fused into his, he had 

no doubt that this wondrous Nomological Edict would reach the Quasi-TABOO level as the boons then 

would be even more fantastical. 

As for the Infinite Reality, all the previous features of the Seed of Reality were upgraded as the most 

important thing was a new feature termed Atlatl of Reality! 



Atlatl was a word that when Noah wracked his brain, he found it most closely related to the concept of a 

spear or weapon! So in common terms, Atlatl of Reality could be seen as a 'Spear of Reality' or a 

'Weapon of Reality'! 

And his thoughts were truly affirmed when he viewed the details of this wondrous new feature. 

:: Aside from the many features of the Seed of Reality, its offensive capabilities are its strongest under 

[Offensive Maneuvers] as the concepts within this feature have been culminated into the Atlatl of 

Reality. This feature now allows for the authority of the Seed of Reality to be culminated into a separate 

Sui Generis Enlightened Primordial Relic that can be called upon by the master of the Seed of Reality. 

Every single ability of this Relic carries the equivalent force of the current Infinite Reality and all the 

Realities fused into it. Under this Relic, the abilities of , , , , , , , , , and are now available for use… 

"Atlatl of Reality…" 

As everyone marveled at the far away glistening Seed of Reality, Noah called out such words lightly as a 

pulse of multicolored light bloomed from this Seed soon after! 

This light carried with it a profound authority of the Infinite Reality as it came towards Noah, his hand 

rising up and grasping the multicolored light as it let out metallic sounds within his palm, this light 

gradually forming into the shape of a radiant weapon that dazzled everyone's eyes! 

BZZZT! 

With fantastical splendor, the multicolored light transformed into the shape of a long and exquisitely 

designed spear that had countless runic markings over it, this spear shining with a stellar illusory light of 

Reality as it seemed to hold the radiance of countless Cosmos within it. 

Noah's hands grasped this genuine Spear of Reality as he felt boundless essence from it, tendrils of 

multicolored light traveling from his hand and snaking towards his shoulder and entire body just from 

holding this weapon as it seemed capable of piercing even genuine Realities! 

And it truly could do just that. 

As Little Henry and the others were marveling at the splendorous Spear Noah currently held, he was 

more focused on its abilities as just from gazing at a few of them, he saw things that rivaled and 

exceeded even the Heartsplitter Primordial Relic! 

:: The Atlatl of Reality carries with it the force of the Infinite Reality, this force further enhanced by 500 

Units of the Essence of Reality to bring to fruition an attack capable of traversing even the boundaries 

between Realities until it reaches its intended target. Reality Piercer carries the singular strongest 

essence within the arsenal of the User's Edicts, amplifying this flame with 10 Trillion True Soul and 

Physical Damage to eradicate any enemy one knows the identity of…:: The Atlatl of Reality can release 

unlimited Unstable Cosmos containing within them the essence of all flames of Edicts within the user's 

arsenal, the Unstable Cosmos carrying the homing quality as they can pierce through the veils of Reality 

to reach their enemies wherever they are, even if they are hidden in locations as abstruse as Mirror 

Realities. Each cast requires 10 Units of the Essence of Reality along with millions of Units of Mana … 

…! 



Chapter 1557 A Coincidental Meeting! 

Truly wonderful abilities were contained within the Atlatl of Reality as Noah's eyes sparkled when he 

read them, each of them without a doubt containing the quality of their attacks being capable of 

ignoring even veils of Reality to chase and hit their intended enemy! 

Can one imagine sleeping or just sipping tea as in the next second, a Spear of Reality thunders onto their 

origin?! Or endless Unstable Cosmos smash onto them out of nowhere? 

The possibilities for how Noah wished to play with this Sui Generis Enlightened Primordial Relic were 

endless as he grasped onto the Spear of Reality within his hands tightly while those behind him finally 

couldn't help it any longer and erupted into a bustle of questions for what had just happened and what 

the changes were. 

Little Henry had been observing everything with shining eyes as his grandmother had her mouth still 

wide open, not understanding the shocking scenes she saw at all as she looked towards her son for 

questions! 

— 

As Noah made his way towards the domains of the Celestial Vines to establish an identity and begin his 

incursion into the Primordial Bloodline, he was also continuing to plan and look out for contingencies on 

how all of this would be achieved! 

After all, he was an existence with a Bloodline of an Emperor of Old as just this alone was enough to turn 

many heads, but there were a few paths he could take with this in the picture to still get what he 

wanted. 

SHAAA! 

The Serendipity of the Cataclysmic Reality tore across the Boundary Between Realities as Noah talked 

with Victoria and Lucia, Little Henry's clone watching by the side with great interest as he soaked 

everything in. 

"Your Legend?" 

"He rarely shows himself these past millions of years. He only descends occasionally to observe the 

direction of the Bloodline…" Victoria replied lightly as she was still dazed from Noah's words about his 

Origin and the fact that he wasn't even in the Scales of the Firmaments of Ascendancy weeks ago! 

Her insurmountable pride was already ground down as she voiced out lightly, Noah taking her words 

seriously as he gazed at the blank emptiness of the Boundary Between Realities while speaking to 

himself. 

"Descending…just where are these Legends Descending from?" 

…! 

A thought that required some time and attention into it, but before Noah could focus on it too much… 



"Hmmm?" His eyes rose up sharply as the essence of a Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edict erupted from 

him instantly! 

It was a passive activation of this wondrous Edict as his destiny warned him of something terrific. 

BZZZT! 

His hands rose as a golden book came to be within it, radiant sets of white words being written within 

that caused him to furrow his brows while looking to a faraway location towards the direction his vessel 

was going towards! 

The reason why he elevated Dictum Emperor was to catch known and unknown threats before either hit 

him blindsided, and such a thing came to aid him at this moment as he read truly fantastical sets of 

paragraphs that showed a chance meeting that could be a disaster or a point of opportunity depending 

on how Noah reacted! 

Not everything could be under his control as things could happen at any moment in time, and this was 

such an event as on their path towards the domains of the Celestial Vines, a shockingly enormous vessel 

appeared before them as they came across another party! 

OOOOOM! 

Seas of Flames roiled below the Serendipity of the Cataclysmic Reality as it was forced to come to a stop, 

Noah's eyes rising up to meet a shockingly humongous cuboidal vessel that was larger than even 100 

Cosmos put together. 

It was shining black throughout as it had golden runic lines lining it all around mysteriously, and what 

seemed like two Resplendent auroras of white wings erupting at the top of this vessel that almost made 

it seem like a living creature! 

It released waves of power at the level of an Enlightened Primordial Relic as it even exceeded Noah's 

Serendipity of the Cataclysmic Reality, and it seemed like a beast that could devour them whole as from 

it, a calm voice filled with regality echoed out. 

"Interesting. Identify yourselves." 

RUMBLE! 

A sonorous voice of undeniable authority echoed out as it caused the faces of Lucia and Victoria to 

change, while Noah's eyes shone with a hidden golden glow of destiny as the three of them replied at 

the same time! 

"Elder Primordial Victoria of the Celestial Vines." 

"Elder Primordial Lucia of the Primal Foxes." 

"Elder Primordial Alexander of the Celestial Vines." 

WAA! 

The first to answer were Victoria and Lucia as these beings bowed their heads respectfully, while Noah's 

figure did not bow…but it simply gave a nod of acknowledgment! 



This was because all of them had knowledge of what vessels like the one they saw indicated, especially 

because this one had a golden ring of light that gave off immense grandeur at the very front of it. 

A simple golden circle. 

But all knowledgeable Primordials knew that it stood for something stupendous- it indicated truly 

special factions of the Cardinal Royal Bloodlines of the Primordials! 

None of those here were of the Cardinal Royal Bloodlines, so they had to give their show of respect even 

if they were Primordials themselves. But this wasn't enough as for Elder Primordials to bow towards 

others, they had to be even more distinguished! And this was truly so as within the Cardinal Royal 

Bloodlines, there were 5 unique Bloodlines from the over a dozen that were given special distinction. 

Of the Cardinal Royal Bloodlines, there were 5 within that were known as the Pure-Blooded Cardinal 

Royal Bloodlines! 

A unique distinction that held its own meaning to be explored later on, but the circular golden ring 

etched on the enormous cuboidal vessel distinguished the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human 

Bloodline. 

"Oh? I hadn't heard of a Bloodline of Old appearing within the Celestial Vines yet. Alexander, you said?" 

The voice filled with ancientness and regality continued to ring out as it focused on Noah, the obsidian 

outline of the enormous cuboidal vessel changing as light contracted and refracted to reveal a portion of 

this vessel that showed multiple existences situated regally within! 

All of them were adorned in a unique manner, with over ten glorious existences standing to the left and 

right of a single one that sat on a tall white throne. 

She…was dazzling to the eyes and soul as her presence alone caused even Victoria and Lucia to look on 

with dazed expressions, her attire being somewhat similar to those who guarded her sides as they wore 

tight gold clothing that wrapped over their shockingly robust and muscular bodies…along with serenely 

waving capes over their shoulders! 

The men could put to shame any bodybuilders who even took steroids in Noah's home world as they 

were sculpted to near perfection, their faces obscenely handsome as their stature was double that of 

any normal human being. 

Adorned with the tight golden wrapping that hugged their muscles closely, they seemed like shocking 

forces of nature that could tear apart Realities with their bare hands alone! 

There were unique white inscriptions over their golden attire as the cape over their shoulders were 

entirely white, the woman on the throne rising as when she rose, the 10 Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal 

Humans at her sides kneeled. 

Her body and muscles were also sculpted to shocking levels as Noah could see the outline of eight packs 

where he stood, the tight golden wrapping she wore also hugging her blessed chest in a way that would 

cause weak men to die with happiness from a single glance as her behind was even more shocking! 



The tout muscles on her didn't cause any imbalance as she showed off both beauty and power 

seamlessly as while a white cape waved majestically behind her, an illusory golden crown rotated 

serenely above her. 

A respected existence of the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline that at the same time also 

held a Bloodline from the Olden Times! It was a shocking personage for them to come across as her 

identity was not light, the 10 Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans kneeling around her alone all 

boasting power at the Eighth Firmament of Ascendancy as a single one was even…at the Ninth 

Firmament! 

Just…who was this existence?! 

Chapter 1558 Meeting a Candidate of Rulership! 

Little Henry was forced to sit out the meeting with the terrifying personage that Noah, Victoria, and 

Lucia were now facing as the moment Noah had been alerted to this event coming to fruition, the Clone 

of his boy had been sent away! 

The Little Tyrant was not there to witness the shocking image of the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal 

Human that had 10 Existences above the Seventh Firmament kneeling at her mere visage. 

Her hair was entirely dark as it sparkled with vibrant obsidian flames, her fair face lighting up the 

surroundings as her lips seemed to always be curved in a devilish smile. Her eyes sparkled with 

multicolored light and were extremely charming yet filled with boundless strength, her whole image 

seeming otherworldly as the toned muscles being seen vividly through the tight golden attire she wore 

were mesmerizing to the eyes! 

The uniquely designed white inscriptions carried on to the cape that flowed calmly over her shoulders, 

this white cape having behind it a similar vibrant circular golden ring that was the same as the one 

painted at the front of the cuboidal vessel they were in. 

The illusory golden crown that signified the Bloodline from the Olden Times spun over her head 

gloriously as while she rose, the 9 Eighth Firmament experts and even the Ninth Firmament tyrant 

kneeled down! 

This being herself released an enticing light of power as her entire body lifted off of the obsidian 

platform of the vessel, floating forward and reaching the now transparent wall of a small portion of this 

vast cuboidal vessel as she looked closely at Noah and his spinning crimson and gold illusory crown. She 

didn't look any older than her 20s as she put any other women nearby to shame. 

Two beings with the Bloodline from the Olden Times looked at each other serenely while Victoria and 

Lucia didn't dare to raise their heads, the two of them having been forced to bow when they first met 

this personage as due to Noah's bloodline that didn't allow an Emperor of Old to kneel down, he simply 

could not conduct such an action! 

"Truly interesting. I rarely get to meet other existences carrying a Bloodline from the Olden Times that 

aren't old monsters or Elders or Leaders of clans…do you know who I am?" 

WAA! 



Her multicolored eyes dazzled with regality as she spoke, Noah's Origin actually having an intense battle 

right now as he could feel an inquisitive gaze constantly wash over him. 

Not just a single gaze, but gazes of all the 10 Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans guarding this 

personage before him…as well as her own terrifying gaze! Each of them were trying to unfurl everything 

about him and his secrets as Essence of Reality and droves of mana burned to construct an identity 

among many other things against the peering gazes! 

From the Seventh to the Eighth Firmament, it was a huge gap, as well as a distinction of power. 

Countless existences were stopped at the limit of 10 Billion Cosmos and 10 Ascendancy Halos as they 

never got the chance to exceed this stage their Ascendancy Value never being able to even go above the 

10 Million Barrier they breached, much less reach 100 Million to become an Eighth Firmament 

existence. 

It was a qualitative change in power and not merely a change in value as existences at this stage…had 

exceeded the barrier that others could not pass. 

This terrifying Royal Human Personage before him who even had such existences protecting her had a 

truly important identity as she herself released unfathomable waves of power at the peak of the Eighth 

Firmament of Ascendancy! 

"I sadly have not come across Esteemed Personage. I am Alexander King, pleased to make your 

acquaintance." 

SHAA! 

Noah once more gave a nod of acknowledgment as his laid back demeanor caused the eyes of the Pure-

Blooded Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline experts to flash coldly with regality, yet the astonishing woman 

they kneeled to also nodded impassively as she replied in kind. 

"That is partly my fault…and also the reason why our vessels crossed each other's paths. I have only ever 

holed myself in the domains of the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Bloodlines as this time, my task is to 

observe the domains of those I might be ruling over in the future…" 

…! 

"The Celestial Vines Bloodline is my last stop as it made the list apart from Cardinal Royal Bloodlines due 

to your Alchemical skills. Thus, this Empress Genevieve- a future Candidate Ruler participating in the 

Firmament Trials…will have to rely on your escort across your domains and the Way of Alchemy that 

your Peerless Alchemists have perfected…" 

WAA! ғʀᴇᴇᴡᴇʙɴᴏᴠᴇʟ.ᴄᴏᴍ 

A Candidate Ruler for a Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Bloodline! 

If one recalls some time ago during the events of Eckert finding about Noah's exploits, the Primordial he 

was moving with had found among pertinent news that the Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline will begin 

their Firmament Trials for the next set of candidate rulers soon. 



It seemed that at this moment, Noah had met one of these potential rulers as the tasks for these beings 

involved knowing about the important domains of Primordials and what went on within them! 

From the Cardinal Royal Bloodlines…one could see just how important and distinguished the Pure-

Blooded Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline was for such a thing to be a requirement just for one to 

become a candidate for the fight of Rulership. 

Victoria and Lucia felt their minds dazed as they heard these words, while Noah's inner battle concluded 

as the essence of the Quasi-TABOO Dictum Emperor had successfully withstood against the barrage of 

gazes sent his way! 

When he stared at the existences before him, he felt waves of shocking strength as his own Destiny told 

him about these existences in a very clear manner. 

The singular message that his own intuition told him…was that they were extremely powerful. Not 

merely powerful because they were on the Eighth or Ninth Firmament of Ascendancy, but they were 

powerful due to their Bloodline and unique concepts they held! 

If any of the 9 Eighth Firmament guards around this twenty year old looking Empress Genevieve were to 

match another Eighth Firmament existence, they would be capable of wiping them out within 

microseconds! 

That was how powerful each of these beings were as just from Noah's cursory glance with his authority 

as the Watcher and after affirming with his own Two Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edicts…he affirmed that 

every single being he was looking at aboard this obsidian cuboidal vessel had at least one Quasi-TABOO 

Nomological Edict! 

Chapter 1559 The lnfinite System! l 

Powerful! 

This was the singular word that could be said about the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans before 

Noah as other Cardinal Royal Bloodlines couldn't even compare. 

Maybe the other 4 Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Bloodlines could match up to their grandeur, and one 

had to wonder…what made them so powerful? 

Of course, the secret lay with their Bloodline…but also the means they had to break through into the 

Eighth Firmament of Ascendancy. The secret to bypassing the 10 Billion Cosmos limit and 10 Ascendancy 

Halos limit! 

"Well?" 

The brows of this shockingly contoured Empress rose as she followed up her question, Noah coming out 

of his thoughts and replying with shining eyes. 

"It would be our pleasure to guide Empress Genevieve across the domains of the Celestial Vines." 

His words caused the eyes of the exquisite existence to smile as in a matter of moments, they also 

began to shine with bright flames. 



"Good. Now, do you know the customs of the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans? Furthermore, the 

customs of those with Bloodlines from the Olden Times when they meet?" 

WAA! 

She was still with her light smile, but her words caused the surrounding space to instantly change as it 

instantly seemed like it was billowing and stormy! 

The kneeling Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans rose as they looked towards Noah's group passively, 

their expressions without any emotion as they genuinely did not put any of them in their eyes, the 

Eighth Firmament existences barely only glancing at Noah due to the illusory crown above him. 

Towards Empress Genevieve's question, Victoria and Lucia began to shake as they knew, while Noah's 

eyes squinted as he…he also knew from the robust memories of the few high class Primordials he had 

killed so far! 

The race of Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans were existences that considered themselves born for 

battle and forged by countless battles. 

Other cultures had kissing on the cheek as part of a greeting, others merely a bow, and for others a 

mere handshake was considered normal. 

For the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans…sparring and battling others was considered the most 

normal and even courteous form of greeting! 

Yet the person that wanted to greet Noah at this moment was someone that truly couldn't be touched. 

She had multiple existences at the Eighth Firmament guarding her, and yet she released an overbearing 

aura of tyranny that far surpassed any of them. It even seemed equal to the Ninth Firmament Pure-

Blooded Cardinal Royal Human that was observing everything with calm and majesty! 

If Noah was to face multiple Seventh Firmament experts or even a single average Eighth Firmament 

existence, he wouldn't be worried as he even just attained the Sui Generis Enlightened Primordial Relic- 

Atlatl of Reality. But this unfathomable being before him… 

"Can the Empress really lower herself to greet me?" 

He tested the waters by voicing out calmly, his words falling on deaf ears as the transparent screen that 

showed the Cardinal Royal Humans on the cuboidal vessel instantly changed, the figure of Empress 

Genevieve disappearing and actually coming out to float in front of the Serendipity of the Cataclysmic 

Reality! 

Her gaze was serene and her dazzling eyes carried a trace of undeniability, her white cape waving 

gloriously as her tight golden attire brightened up the surroundings. 

"Let us not have any superfluous words, Alexander. Do not bring down the honor of a Bloodline from 

the Olden Times and be ready…I am coming." 

…! 

The situation changed too fast. 



The Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human Tyrants that always stood around her also materialized out of 

the cuboidal vessel as they watched on serenely, their muscles so tout and oversized as they released 

waves of power that made it clear…that unless a Legend arrived, nobody would be able to harm a hair 

on the head of Empress Genevieve without their permission! 

Empress Genevieve had flames of battle bloom within her eyes as while dripping with untouchable 

regality, she stated the mere fact that she was coming as an instant later… 

BOOOM! 

Space shattered and folded as her figure moved, Victoria and Lucia scrambling out of the way as like an 

unstoppable cannonball, a Pure-Blooded creature releasing waves of ancient and archaic power 

appeared before Noah, her fist outstretched as her fair skin at this moment glimmered like forged 

Jewels! 

Waves of vibrant destiny bloomed out. 

With multiple terrifying Eighth Firmament experts and even an unshakable Ninth Firmament existence 

watching on with unchanging expressions, a sparring session commenced between two Emperors of 

Old! 

— 

As the weaving of destiny unfolded, Noah was still rolling with the waves as he conducted multiple 

actions. 

One of his True Sanguine Clones was moving with Natalya Rostova as they prepared to move into a 

second Treasure Island within the Forsaken Treasure Reality, while another had coincidentally come 

across terrifying Pure-Blooded Primordials who were the true powerhouses of this vast organization, 

and the third Clone…was within the Cosmic Holy Land as he ceaselessly managed the direction and path 

of Noah's strength! 

He had just gained an influx of hundreds of Nomological Edicts as more Ascendancy Halos could be 

formed, there were new Edicts formed by himself that weren't even delved into yet, Affixes of Reality 

yet to be established, the utilization of RUINATION's features to make Ruined Edicts and even the 6 True 

Stars of Conquest he had attained to Empower Edicts. 

While his True Body was with his family, his Clones handled all of these terrific tasks as before doing any 

of the ones mentioned above, Noah turned his head towards something he had neglected all this time 

due to not having sufficient resources to achieve it. He turned his attention deep into his soul where he 

could see the structure of a Primordial Epitaph that looked like a lemniscate symbol- an infinity sign! 

It brimmed with multicolored light as the intricate structure of the foundation was already there, and 

Noah simply had to complete this Primordial Epitaph and then activate it with however many units of 

the Essence of Reality were required to make it fully operational! 

Thereafter, a System would be born. 



Systems were something unique and commonplace at the same time as a majority of Higher Existences 

could etch Reality altering Constructs on their souls, and this was more common for Primordials as they 

had Constructs of Systems passed down through the ranks over time! 

They greatly varied in power as there were weak and strong systems, where even Noah's single Affix 

that granted him the passive Generation of one fourth of his reserves of Essence of Reality daily was a 

type of reality-altering construct that entirely exceeded most common systems. 

Other existences focused on Systems as their main source of power, while others only used them to 

supplement their strength, and others even disdained them to focus on concepts and terrifying 

techniques privy only to their bloodlines that could achieve disastrous Reality altering effects! 

Noah wanted to forge a reality-altering construct that surpassed anything that others had come across, 

just the cost of forging it alone being something others couldn't even achieve! 

"Let's complete the Infinite System…" 

WAA! 

Tendrils of multicolored Essence of Reality bloomed as Noah was ready to specify the first stage of this 

System that would be ever evolving, his hands already grasping Medium Tier Reality Crystals as he was 

ready to replenish his reserves of the Essence of Reality at any point in time! 

Chapter 1560 The Infinite System! ll 

As he proceeded with the construction of the Infinite System in the Infinite Reality, Noah knew very well 

the perilous situation that a True Sanguine Clone had landed himself in as it could actually also be 

termed an opportunity! 

An Empress of a Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Bloodline- one that was a candidate for Rulership at that! 

It was an existence that even common Ninth Firmament Primordials would behave properly around as 

others wouldn't even be lucky enough to be graced with a meeting or greeting. 

Yet due to Noah's Bloodline from the Olden Times, this important existence had turned towards his 

direction as in the Boundary Between Realities, her figure silently appeared before him and threw out a 

simple punch! 

Her fair hand glistened with a hazy silvery light that seemed to be the condensation of the immense 

force, Noah only being able to react in time since he actually knew that it was coming due to the Dictum 

Emperor! But even then, his reaction was only capable of bringing his palms up to receive this punch 

while the essence of Edicts erupted from him. 

…BOOOM! 

An apocalyptic sound echoed out as there wasn't a point of impact for Empress Genevieve. Her strike 

had thundered out as a silvery flash of light wiped away any defenses, Noah's figure simply being 

smashed back as his body hit a far wall of the Serendipity of the Cataclysmic Reality and nearly caused a 

dent in it! 

SHAA! 



His eyes were barely able to rise up before noticing the figure of Empress Genevieve in front of him 

again. 

Silently. 

Powerfully! 

"I'll limit my power down to the Seventh Firmament for every strike I throw, and I will not use an ounce 

of Essence of Edicts or even Ascendancy Halos...just my pure body alone, Alexander King." 

She spoke as she floated before him like an existence from ancient times, her golden crown spinning 

above her majestically as her fair skin glistened with a crystalline look to make it seem like she was 

forged from cosmic steel! 

Her dark hair released a burst of obsidian flames as her illuminant eyes locked onto Noah, seeing his 

palms that were actually shredded into bone heal in an instant as he fearlessly gazed forward. 

OOOOM! .ᴄᴏᴍ 

A flash of essence bloomed as the Serendipity of the Cataclysmic Reality faded. 

Noah clenched his fists as he stared at the ten floating figures of Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans in 

the distance that could eradicate entire Bloodlines as he spoke out with an aura of wildness, battle 

intent rising from him as the illusory crown above his head actually began to rotate faster! 

"I can go all out and use any means necessary? I do not wish to accidentally injure the Empress." 

BZZZT! 

Like a maddened Tyrant that had been scorned, Noah's body released waves of crimson gold light while 

looking at the golden clothed woman with a white cape flowing over her shoulders, his eyes being able 

to see the outline of her blessed chest too clearly with the tight golden wrapping covering it as the eight 

packs seemed more refined than anything he had seen on another existence! 

Such a being gazed at him with shining flames in her eyes as she spoke with a tone of honesty, even 

though others might look at it as ridicule. 

"If you are somehow able to draw even a drop of blood, I would be impressed." 

…! 

Victoria and Lucia breathed heavily as they watched this scene from afar, Noah nodding his head as he 

affirmed the best path possible with the Dictum Emperor. 

A truly powerful existence that could aid him in truly understanding the extent of his power had 

appeared, and it would benefit him to learn of the means of power that a Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal 

Bloodline utilized as his raging destiny sensed that by the end of this battle…he would be able to see the 

austere means these existences utilized to break past the limit of 10 Billion Cosmos and 10 Ascendancy 

Halos! 

"Good. Then…I am coming, Empress." 



…! 

He could see the myriad of paths. 

He knew which ones he could take! 

Genevieve looked at him with expectation as the moment his words finished, she was surprised to find 

his figure actually shooting backwards as the moment she moved forward to chase… 

SHIIING! 

A grating sound echoed out as right in front of her face, an illusory Spear of Reality tore across the veils 

of space to release terrific waves of power that could shred apart any common Seventh Firmament 

existence. 

BOOOM! 

Space tore and ruptured as instabilities bloomed. 

Backed by the essence of a Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edict, a Sui Generis Enlightened Primordial Relic 

released a full fledged attack onto the Empress as even the eyes of the far away Pure-Blooded Cardinal 

Royal Humans rose, but they didn't move a single inch from where they floated as when the scene 

cleared…one could see the spotless figure of a golden adorned Genevieve clutching onto the sharp end 

of the Atlatl of Reality as it grated against her skin that was shocking proving to be tougher than even a 

Primordial Relic! 

Her white cape flowed serenely as the only change that seemed to have occurred…was that up to her 

elbow, her golden wrappings had become shredded as they revealed more of her fair body. 

From a strike that contained the weight of 6 fused Realities, it had only been enough to shred her 

clothing up to her elbow as her skin didn't even turn red or suffer significant injuries! 

From the wrist all the way to her elbow, one could see a dense cluster of Runic Lines of Ascendancy that 

were reminiscent of Runic Dao Lines. They flowed with untold essence and caused a layer of hazy silver-

gold light to cover her fair skin, the eyes of this being smiling as she held back the might of an attack that 

could have destroyed an Emerging Reality! 

"An Enlightened Primordial Relic? No, something even higher?" 

BZZZT! 

The Flames of battle in her eyes only rose higher as the Atlatl of Reality suddenly surged back, coming to 

land within Noah's hand freely as it released arcs of multicolored light that made him seem like a beast 

born from multicolored lightning. 

His crimson gold hair shone with radiant flames as essence bubbled forth, his visage of a Tyrant finally 

being displayed as with a Sui Generis Enlightened Primordial Relic in hand, his figure moved towards an 

unbeatable enemy to try and reveal some of her secrets, a multicolored spear of Reality within his hands 

as he charged forth with Firmament shaking might! 



The weaving of destiny was curious as the start of this event coincided with the completion of the first 

portion of Noah's System, his mind currently working on overdrive as while one of his bodies was 

completing this Reality altering construct, he would actually be capable of testing out its results and how 

it aided his battle power right away as he was against a creature that was bred for battle! 

 


